
RANGE DES IGN
D O C U M E N T A T I O N



A set of variations of the same 
product platform that appeal to 

different market segments.



S T A T E M E N T O F P U R P O S E

To design a range of invigorating 
illuminati’s to compliment the sattvik 
lifestyle by creating a balance in 

the body , mind and soul.



C O N S U M E R P R O F I L E

D E M O G R A P H I C S

P S Y C H O G R A P H I C S

statistical data relating to the population and particular groups 
within it

AGE SEGMENT : 35 YRS TO 65 YRS ( ADULTS )
TARGET GROUP : 35 YRS TO 44 YRS

INCOME : HIGH DISPOSABLE 
                      Willing to pay more for a higher 
quality
OCCUPATION : Working /supporting children

GEOGRAPHIC AREA Metropolitan cities 
  Delhi NCR

Houses with open 
spaces , gardens 
recreational areas

the study and classification of people according to their attitudes, aspirations, 
and other psychological criteria, especially in market research.

Lifestyle :  Value of mid life adults go beyond price , focusing 
equally on quality and wellbeing.

      

 
   



E N V I R O N M E N T A N A L Y S I S

An indoor or outdoor setting is characterized by the 
presence of environmental characteristics that is 
itself designed to be site-specific.

The aggregate of surrounding things, conditions, or 
influences; can be defined as an environment.

AREA : OUTDOOR SPACE

This includes open spaces which surround the house 
e.g. Patio : A patio is an outdoor space generally 
used for dining or recreation that adjoins a 
residence and is typically paved.



Ayurveda provides a special language for 
understanding the primal forces of Nature and 
shows us how to work with them on all levels. 
According to Yoga and Ayurveda, Nature consists 
of three primal qualities, which are the main powers 
of Cosmic Intelligence that determine our spiritual 
growth. These are called gunas in Sanskrit, 
meaning “what binds” because wrongly understood 
they keep us in bondage to the external world.

1) Sattva - intelligence, imparts balance

2) Rajas – energy, causes imbalance

3) Tamas – substance, creates inertia

The three gunas are the most subtle qualities of 
Nature that underlie matter, life and mind. They are 
the energies through which not only the surface 
mind, but our deeper consciousness functions. They 
are the powers of the soul which hold the karmas 
and desires that propel us from birth to birth. The 
gunas adhere in Nature herself as her core 
potentials for diversification.

All objects in the universe consist of various 
combinations of the three gunas. Cosmic evolution 
consists of their mutual interaction and 
transformation. The three gunas are one of the 
prime themes of Ayurvedic thought. They form a 
deeper level than the three biological humors and 
help us understand our mental and spiritual nature 
and how it functions.

Sattva

Sattva is the quality of intelligence, virtue and 
goodness and creates harmony, balance and 
stability. It is light (not heavy) and luminous in 
nature. It possesses an inward and upward motion 
and brings about the awakening of the soul. Sattva 
provides happiness and contentment of a lasting 
nature. It is the principle of clarity, wideness and 
peace, the force of love that unites all things 
together.

Rajas

Rajas is the quality of change, activity, and 
turbulence. It introduces a disequilibrium that 
upsets an existing balance. Rajas is motivated in its 

T H E T H R E E G U N A S

action, ever seeking a goal or an end that gives it 
power. It possesses outward motion and causes self 
seeking action that leads to fragmentation and 
disintegration. While in the short term Rajas is 
stimulating and provides pleasure, owing to its 
unbalanced nature it quickly results in pain and 
suffering. It is the force of passion that causes 
distress and conflict.

Tamas

Tamas is the quality of dullness, darkness, and 
inertia and is heavy, veiling or obstructing in its 
action. It functions as the force of gravity that 
retards things and holds them in specific limited 
forms. It possesses a downward motion that causes 
decay and disintegration. Tamas brings about 
ignorance and delusion in the mind and promotes 
insensitivity, sleep and loss of awareness. It is the 
principle of materiality or unconsciousness that 
causes consciousness to become veiled.



S A T V I K T A

In Vedic philosophy, sattva (Sanskrit sattva / सतत्व् 

"purity", literally "existence, reality"; adjectival sāttvika 

"pure", anglicised sattvic) is the most rarefied of the 
three gunas in Samkhya, sāttvika "pure", rājasika 

"excitable", and tāmasika "indifferent". 

Importantly, no value judgement is entailed as all 
guna are indivisible and mutually qualifying.

For an object or food to be sattvic, it must be 
uncontaminated and should not spread evil or 
disease in the world. On the contrary its presence 
must purify the surroundings

Sattwa guna is purity. It is prakasha, illumination 
and light. Sattwa guna is a force favourable for the 
attainment of liberation. Divine qualities such as 
fearlessness and purity of heart confer liberation 
on one. The effect of sattwa guna is that it brings 
about an enquiry or search for Truth, and 
discrimination between sat and asat, what is real 
and what is unreal.

A sattwic mind is always steady. It finds delight 
internally. A contented person sticks to one place 
indefinitely. He keeps friendship with people for a 
long, long time. He understands the inner meaning 
of the Bhagavad Gita and the Yoga Vasishtha. He 
lives without any kind of dissatisfaction on simple 
food and drink all his life.

During sattwic moments, when pure sattwa is 
predominant in the mind, you are in touch with the 
divine source owing to the purity of the mind-mirror. 
You have inspiration and compose beautiful poetry. 
You should record these inspired writings in a 
notebook and preserve them.

Sattwapatti is a state wherein the mind is full of 
purity. There is purity of thought and heart. It is the 
fourth step in the attainment of knowledge, jnana.

Sattva is the balance of Rajas and Tamas, 
combining the energy of Rajas with the stability of 
Tamas. By increasing Sattva one gains peace and 
harmony, and returns to Primordial Nature and 
Pure Spirit in which is liberation. Sattva as the state 
of balance is responsible for all true health and 
healing. Health is maintained by Sattvic living, 

which is living in harmony with Nature and our inner 
Self, cultivating purity, clarity and peace. Rajas and 
Tamas are the factors that cause disease. Rajas 
causes pain, agitation and the dissipation of energy.

 
To have Sattva predominant in our nature is the key 
to health, creativity and spirituality. Sattvic people 
possess an harmonious and adaptable nature which 
gives the greatest freedom from disease both 
physical and mental. They strive toward balance 
and have peace of mind that cuts off the 
psychological root of disease. They are considerate 
of others and take care of themselves. They see all 
life as a learning experience and look for the good in 
all things, even in disease which they strive to 
understand, not merely to suppress.

In actuality all favourable environments for good 
activity have to have some element of sāttviktā. For 

example noisy environments will have a higher 
element of raja and tama subtle basic components. 
The more the sattvikta, the more favourable the 
environment for holistic well-being and sustainable 
development. Accordingly all unfavourable 
environments for good activity have raja and tama 
elements



C H A K R A S O F T H E B O D Y

n Sanātana/Hindu and tantric/yogic traditions and 

other belief systems, chakras (चकर्) are energy points or 

nodes in the subtle body. Chakras are part of the 
subtle body, not the physical body, and as such are the 
meeting points of the subtle (non-physical) energy 
channels called nadis. Nadis are channels in the subtle 
body through which the life force (prana) (non-
physical) or vital energy (non-physical) moves. Various 
scriptural texts and teachings present a different 
number of chakras. There are many chakras in the 
subtle human body according to the tantric texts, but 
there are seven chakras that are considered to be the 
most important ones

Sadhguru: If you look at the human body just after 
conception, it is just a tiny ball of meat. That tiny ball of 
meat has slowly arranged itself into what it is now. To 
arrange itself in this particular way, there is a kind of 
software which is known as pranamaya kosha or 
energy body. The energy body forms itself first and the 
physical body starts manifesting over that. If there are 
any distortions in the energy body, they will also 
manifest in the physical body. It is because of this that 
in this culture, when a woman was pregnant, she used 
to go to the temple and get blessings from people – 
they were trying to influence the energy body. If a 
pregnant woman has a very vibrant, well-formed 
energy body, she will deliver a very capable human 
being.

There are seven chakras in the body ,

Sahasrara (Sanskrit: सहसर्ार, IAST: Sahasrāra, English: 

"thousand-petaled") or crown chakra is generally 
considered to be the state of pure consciousness, 
within which there is neither object nor subject. When 
the Kundalini energy rises to this point, it unites with the 
male Shiva energy, and a state of liberating samadh
is attained. Symbolized by a lotus with one thousand 
multi-coloured petals, it is located either at the crown 
of the head, or above the crown of the head. 
Sahasrara is represented by the colour white and it 
involves such issues as inner wisdom and the death of 
the bod

Ajna (Sanskrit: आज्ञ) or third-eye chakra is 

symbolised by a lotus with two petals, and 
corresponds to the colours violet, indigo or deep 
blue, though it is traditionally described as white. It is 
at this point that the two side nadis Ida (yoga) and 
Pingala are said to terminate and merge with the 
central channel Sushumna, signifying the end of 
duality, the characteristic of being dual (e.g. light 
and dark, or male and female)

Vishuddha may be understood as relating to 
communication and growth through expression. This 
chakra is paralleled to the thyroid, a gland that is 
also in the throat and which produces thyroid 
hormone, responsible for growth and maturation. 
Physically, Vishuddha governs communication, 
emotionally it governs independence, mentally it 
governs fluent thought, and spiritually, it governs a 
sense of security.

In Tibetan buddhism, this chakra is red, with 16 
upward pointing petals. It plays an important role in 
Dream Yoga, the art of lucid dreaming.

Anahata is related to the thymus, located in the 
chest. The thymus is an element of the immune 
system as well as being part of the endocrine system. 
It is the site of maturation of the T cells responsible 
for fending off disease and may be adversely 
affected by stress. Anahata is related to the colours 
green or pink. Key issues involving Anahata involve 
complex emotions, compassion, tenderness, 
unconditional love, equilibrium, rejection and well-



C H A K R A S O F T H E B O D Y

being. Physically Anahata governs circulation, 
emotionally it governs unconditional love for the 
self and others, mentally it governs passion, and 
spiritually it governs devotion

Manipura (Sanskrit: मणिपूर, IAST: Maṇipūra, English: 

"jewel city") or solar plexus/navel chakra is 
symbolised by a downward pointing triangle with 
ten petals, along with the color yellow. The seed 
syllable is Ram, and the presiding deity is Braddha 
Rudra, with Lakini as the Shakti.

Svadhishthana (Sanskrit: स्वाधिष ्ठान ,  IAST: 

Svādhiṣṭhāna, English: "one's own base") or sacral 

chakra is symbolized by a white lotus within which is 
a crescent moon, with six vermilion, or orange 
petals. The seed mantra is Vam, and the presiding 
deity is Brahma, with the Shakti being Rakini (or 
Chakini). The animal associated is the crocodile of 
Varuna.

Muladhara (Sanskrit: मूलाधार, IAST: Mūlādhāra, 

English: "root support") or root chakra is 
symbolized by a lotus with four petals and the color 
red. This center is located at the base of the spine in 

the coccygeal region. It is said to relate to the 
gonads and the adrenal medulla, responsible for 
the fight-or-flight response when survival is under 
threat. The seed syllable is LAM.

Muladhara is related to instinct, security, survival 
and also to basic human potentiality. Physically, 
Muladhara governs sexuality, mentally it governs 
stability, emotionally it governs sensuality, and 
spiritually it governs a sense of security. 
Muladhara has a relation to the sense of smell



I N S P I R A T I O N 

Rudraksha, also rudraksh, Sanskrit: rudrākṣa ("Rudra's 

eyes"), is a seed is traditionally used for prayer beads in 
Hinduism . Rudraksha create a cocoon of the wearer's 
own energy. It is said that if the situation around one is 
not conducive to one's kind of energy hence it is also a 
satvik object.

Every substance in the universe has a certain 
reverberation to it. We try to identify things that will 
support us in a particular direction. Everything was 
identified according to its reverberation. Rudraksha is 
one of those items that have a very unique type of 
reverberation. Just holding it in your hand, you can feel 
the difference

Rudraksha is one of those items that have 
a very unique type of reverberation.

R U D R A K S H A



P R O D U C T C A T O G E O R Y

To develop a range of outdoor lighting to compliment 
the satvik lifestyle of a consumer while keeping in mind 
the aspect of positive energy circulation.

PURE  |  POSITIVE |  SATVIKTA | CALM

 : 

OUTDOOR FLOOR LAMPS.

KEYWORDS

PRODUCT CATEGORY

O U T D O O R L I G H T I N G



M A R K E T S T U D Y
O U T D O O R L I G H T I N G







A R D H 
C O N C E P T 1

ARDH 

 The lighting has a crescent moon-like form.
The crescent moon is prominent object on the head of 
lord Shiva .  

Shiva means "the One who is eternally pure" or "the 
One who can never have any contamination of the 
imperfection of Rajas and Tamas” . He is sololy born 
with Sattva.

The waxing and waning phenomenon of the moon 
symbolizes the time cycle through which creation 
evolves from the beginning to the end in a holistic 
perfection .

This also plays with the perception if individuals as the 
brain wishes to perceives it the shape a holistic nature 
but due to the gap between the ends , the element of 
surprise plays well with the brain to help it stimulate.

The top has cut out jali work inspired from the 
Rudraksha which is yet another powerful element of 
lord Shiva .

Dimensions : 

4
 in

ch

1
0
 in

ch



A R D H 
P R O T O T Y P E

The bottom structure was cut in M.D.F. wood and 
shaped by lathe and finishing was given to it . 

Vendor : Kotla

The jali was cut on a brass sheet.

Vendor : New friends Colony

Fevicol 998 SR on aluminum reflector

Vendor : New friends Colony

Setting of the reflector.

Vendor : New friends Colony



A R D H 
F I N I S H E S

A coat of plaster of paris was applied on the M.D.F. 
and the surface was textured to resemble a rudraksha.

4 coats of brown stainer were applied to complete the 
painting process.

Detachable wire for ease of movement.

Adapter 12V

Wire attached

Adapter 12V

The brass top is attached to the base by using brass 
wooden screws to help easy opening incase of any 
replacement to the light.



Ardh 
F I N A L P R O D U C T
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